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In recent years a number of multi-dimensional spatial kinetics calcula-

tions of the BWR rod drop accident (RDA) have been performed.1"3 However, the

complex nature of the RDA has made these calculations difficult, and has pre-

vented the interpolation of the calculations to similar RDAs of interest. In

the present analysis, as a me>ans for interpolating available RDA calculations

an improved point-kinetics model which reproduces the results of detailed spa-

tial kinetics calculations has been formulated.

The core doppler and void feedback reactivities for an RDA may be ex-

pressed

Pfb = Jp(£)a(£)w(£)d£ / Jw(£)d£ , (1)

where \i is the appropriate (doppler or void) feedback reactivity coefficient,

a, is the corresponding feedback variable (rise in fuel temperature or void

fraction), and w is a spatial weighting distribution (e.g., the power or neu-

tron flux).

Control rod drop accidents of interest are typically super prompt criti-

cal transients involving static rod worths -1% Ak/k. In these transients

the weighting distribution, w, is very sharply peaked at or near the dropped

rod location and the total peaking factor, FQ, is typically -50. In this

case the contributions to the spatial integrals in Equation (1) are dominated

by the few nodes clustered around the peak node, and Equation (1) may be ap-

proximated

Pf b * ̂  ~* " A— ^ " A— = ^ "" * ^

where the bar denotes • a spatial average over an appropriate nodal volume Ar

surrounding the peak node. In addition, since a within Ar makes the dominant
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contribution to the core average feedback variable, a , it follows that

and

pfb ' k " °avg '

where k is a constant of proportionality. Furthermore, for fast transients the

instantaneous value of o is, to a good approximation, proportional to the in-

stantaneous power density prior to the time the transient is reversed. It then

follows that the constant of proportionality, k, is identical tc the total

peaking factor, FQ, and Equation (4) reduces to

pfb = FQ ~» °avg * C 5 )

Equation (5) indicates that for fast transients with strong peaking, (1)

the spatial weighting effects may be simply accounted for by the total peaking

factor, FQ, and (2) the feedback reactivities are approximately linear func-

tions of the core average fuel temperature and void fraction. In the present

analysis, FQ in Equation (5) is replaced by the total peaking factor at the

time of the transient reversal, FQ, which is, to a good approximation, the

asymptotic value of FQ in a quasi-static calculation in the absence of

feedback. The linear relationship of Equation (5) is clearly illustrated in

Figure 1. The indicated data points were obtained from the spatial kinetics

analyses of three control rod drop accidents with static rod worths varying

from 1.2% Ak/k to 2.0% Ak/k, and FQ in the range 45-70. The simplified linear

relationship of Equation (5) is seen to reproduce the exact feedback reactivity

data to within <.1Z Ak/k.
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Using- the Equation (5) prescription for feedback reactivity and a

PJEXRAN-02lf BWR-4 point-kinetics model, an RDA for a static rod worth of

1.2% Ak/k was analyzed and the results are compared to a three-dimensional

kinetics analysis in Figure 2. The improved point-kinetics model reproduc-

es the spatial kinetics peak core power (and fuel enthalpy) to within <30%.

The analyses are in good agreement and clearly indicate the accuracy of the

improved point-kinetics model.

In summary, a simple prescription to account for spatial feedback

weighting effects in RDA point-kinetics analyses has been derived and test-

ed. The point-kinetics feedback model is linear in the core peaking fac-

tor, FQ, and in the core average void fraction and fuel temperature.

Comparison with detailed spatial kinetics analyses indicates that Che im-

proved point-kinetics model provides an accurate description of the BWR

RDA.
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Figure 1. Feedback Reactivities as Functions of Core Averacip Void Fraction
and Fuel Temperature Rise
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Figure 2. Comparison of Core Power Transients for an RDA Predicted With Spatial Kinetics and
the Inproved Point Kinetics Model


